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Spotlight: NHI BILL

National Treasury released a policy paper on 27 August
2019 entitled “Economic transformation, inclusive growth,
and competitiveness: Towards an Economic Strategy for
South Africa.

BUSA News
Looking ahead

The report considers the contribution of specific growth
reforms that can achieve the outcomes of economic
transformation, inclusive growth, and competitiveness.
A detailed examination of the structural reforms that can
reverse the downward trend in South Africa’s growth
potential and competitiveness.
.

The report comes after weak growth over the last six
years is a function of both cyclical and structural factors,
although structural factors have dominated, including
sharply declining competitiveness, which saw South
Africa’s position in the Global Competitiveness rankings
fall from 44th to 67th between 2007 and 2018.
Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) – South Africa’s
apex business organisation – welcomes National
Treasury’s publication of its report Towards an Economic
Strategy for South Africa. The report comes at a muchneeded catalytic intervention to speed up the
conversation around crucial and urgent macro-economic
policy issues.
The report correctly identifies many of the challenges that
need to be addressed if we are to speed up economic
transformation, inclusive growth and competitiveness and
proposes bold solutions. The youth and the unemployed
need to know that government is thinking seriously about
ways of getting out of the current economic situation and
is committed to find solution in partnership with business,
labour and civil society.
BUSA welcomes Finance Minister Tito Mboweni’s call for
comment on the report.
BUSA site: https://.org. busa za/; Twitter,
@BusinessUnitySA; and Facebook,
@BusinessUnitySouthAfrica.

National Health Insurance Bill (NHI)
The Department of Health published the long-awaited National Health
Insurance Bill on Thursday 8 August 2019. The government’s dream is
to create a free universal healthcare system by combining the public and
private healthcare sectors into a single Soviet system directly controlled
by the minister of health. The bill promises universal health coverage for
all South Africans and is set to bring big changes to the country’s health
industry including how South Africans pay for health coverage and a
changed role for medical aids.
The National Health Insurance (NHI) is a financing system that will make
sure that all citizens of South Africa (and legal long-term residents) are
provided with essential healthcare, regardless of their employment
status and ability to make a direct monetary contribution to the NHI
Fund.
The bill aims:






To provide mandatory prepayment health care services in the
Republic in pursuance of section 27 of the Constitution.
To establish a National Health Insurance Fund and to set out its
powers, functions and governance structures.
To provide a framework for the active purchasing of health care
services by the Fund on behalf of users.
To create mechanisms for the equitable, effective and efficient
utilisation of the resources of the Fund to meet the health needs
of users.
To preclude or limit undesirable, unethical and unlawful practices
in relation to the Fund and its users.

The Minister of Health, Dr Zweli Mkhize, met with the leadership of
Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) on Wednesday afternoon (28
August 2019) to discuss a framework in which BUSA can engage the
Department of Health on pertinent issues of the NHI.
The discussion began with a common understanding that the current
health care system is inequitable and unsustainable. There was no
dispute that Universal Health Coverage should be realized and the NHI
is the instrument to achieve this. In that context, BUSA wishes to
express support for the NHI in principle.
BUSA raised concern about various matters of detail in the Bill, including
its potential impact on the private health care sector and other matters of
clarity. The meeting thus agreed a mechanism to engage with the
department on an ongoing basis to resolve areas of concern so that
critical stakeholders work together to achieve the objectives of the Bill
through optimal utilization of both the public and private health care
sectors.
Both BUSA and Minister accepted the importance for the parliamentary
process to be followed and be respected in engaging with the bill and
through the parliamentary hearings

The National
Health Insurance
(NHI) is a financing
system that will
make sure that all
citizens of South
Africa (and legal
long-term
residents) are
provided with
essential
healthcare,
regardless of their
employment status
and ability to
make a direct
monetary
contribution to the
NHI Fund.

ICYMI: Business Unity SA, National Health Insurance (NHI) Bill engagement with Minister of Health Zweli Mkhize, BUSA
CEO Cas coovadia and BUSA board member Stavros Nicolaou on the 28 of August 2019: pictures supplied by Sizwe.

ICYMI: Business Unity SA National Health Insurance (NHI) Bill engagement with Health focus group stakeholders and
BUSA board member Stavros Nicolaou on 14 of August 2019: pictures supplied by Sizwe.

.

ICYMI: Business Unity SA Workshop on BBBEE codes of good practice on 29 August 2019 held at BUSA offices: pictures
supplied by Sizwe.

ICYMI: National Skills and Enterprise Development Initiative program is targeting unemployed matriculants and unemployed
graduates it was held at Business Unity SA to share opportunities and information amongst the youth on the 29 of August
2019: picture supplied by Sizwe.

Econpol & Subcommittees
Econpol meeting scheduled took place on 27 August 2019 Chaired by John Purchase. BUSA had circulated
meeting invites to Members. The main item to note under Econpol were Environment, Tax, Energy, Trade,
Transport & Logistics, Public Finance & Monetary Policy Chamber, Trade & Industry Chamber, Nedlac
Jobs Summit Macroeconomics. The Chair indicated that the next meeting of the standing committee was
scheduled to take place on 03 December 2019.

SUB-COMMITTEE ON THE ENVIRONMENT
The report of the BUSA Environment Sub-Committee (Annexure 3), presented by Jarredine Morris, was noted
SUB-COMMITTEE ON TAX
The report of the BUSA Tax Sub-Committee (Annexure 4), presented by Robert Legh, was noted.


Action items
 BUSA to circulate the final BUSA submission on the Tax Administration Laws Amendment Bill,
dealing specifically with changes to the Ad Valorem formula, to be circulated along with the
minutes.
 BUSA to renew efforts to secure a meeting with the SARS Commissioner to engage on technical
matters.

SUB-COMMITTEE ON ENERGY
The report of the BUSA Energy Sub-Committee, presented by Jarredine Morris, was noted.


Action items
 Martin Kingston, as Chair of the BUSA Energy Sub-Committee, to expedite a meeting with
NERSA regarding Small-Scale Embedded Generation.
 BUSA to request an update from the Nepad Business Foundation on the Regional Gas Plan.

SUB-COMMITTEE ON TRADE, TRANSPORT & LOGISTICS
The BUSA Trade, Transport & Logistics Sub-Committee report, presented by Deidré Penfold, was noted. Deidre
Penfold further reported that BUSA had recently attended the launch of the SADC Business Council but did not
sign the constitution or the Terms of Reference owing to concerns regarding the sustainability of the funding
model. Deidré Penfold and Michael Lawrence were tasked with engaging the SADC Business Council with a
view to exploring alternative funding models.

Econpol & Subcommittees continued
NEDLAC TRADE & INDUSTRY CHAMBER
The report of the Nedlac Trade & Industry Chamber, presented by Olivier Serrão, was noted.
Particular attention was paid to the outcomes of the Nedlac Trade & Industry Chamber Strategic Session held on
15 August 2019.
The following structures, requiring capacitation from BUSA were established:
 A National Committee on the African Continental Free Trade Agreement;
 A Ministerial Export Promotion Panel.
 An SEZ Reference Group.
 A Port Charges Joint Committee.
 A session on the Technical Regulatory Agencies.
 An engagement on addressing business’ concerns regarding the functioning of SETAs.
 A Special Ministerial Session on BEE will be convened.
 A Committee on Digital Trade.
Olivier Serrão reported that the BUSA nominations process was currently open and encouraged members to
nominate suitable representatives to the structures. Given the need to expedite nominations to the Digital Trade
Committee, it was agreed that Juanita Maree and Trudi Hartzenburg would represent BUSA on the 2-a-side
committee, with Michael Lawrence serving as alternate.
Concern was expressed by members that, notwithstanding the opportunity presented to Business through the
establishment of the various structures, BUSA would be challenged to secure appropriate capacity. Concern was
further raised around the potential undermining of Nedlac through locating the coordination and secretariat for
the structures outside of Nedlac, and within government. To mitigate these risks as far as possible, the standing
committee agreed that the following principles would inform BUSA’s approach to the structures emanating from
the TIC Strategic Session:
 BUSA representatives to the various structures are to regularly report back to BUSA and Nedlac, either
directly or via the BUSA office.
 Nedlac is to retain oversight of the various structures.
 BUSA representatives are to obtain prior mandates before putting forward positions and making
commitments on behalf of business. This principle cannot be bypassed for the benefit of perceived
speed or efficiency.


Action items
 Following a proposal from Stavros Nicolaou, it was agreed that BUSA will seek a meeting with
Minister Patel to propose five (5) key short-term interventions in the economy.
 BUSA to arrange workshops on the various workstreams arising from the TIC Strategic Session.
 BUSA to raise concerns around the unsustainability, from a fiscal perspective, of the current
SACU Revenue Sharing Formula at the Nedlac Teselico Sub-Committee.

NEDLAC PUBLIC FINANCE & MONETARY POLICY CHAMBER
The report on the Nedlac Public Finance & Monetary Policy Chamber, presented by Olivier Serrão, was noted.


Action items
 BUSA to continue to exert pressure on National Treasury to consult substantively with Nedlac
prior to the finalisation of the Medium-term Budget Policy Statement.

Econpol & Subcommittees continues

NEDLAC JOBS SUMMIT OUTCOMES AND PROCESSES
John Purchase reported on the Presidential Committee meeting held on 1 August 2019, highlighting the fact that
progress vis-à-vis the various commitments (the majority of which are the responsibility of government) was
behind schedule. Considering ongoing economic weakness, the President committed to monthly meetings with
the leaders of the Nedlac social partners.
•

Action items
 BUSA to circulate the PowerPoint presented to the Jobs Summit Presidential Committee meeting
held on 1 August 2019.
 The NBI, having taken over the monitoring and evaluation of BUSA’s Jobs Summit commitments,
to attend BUSA Economic Policy Standing Committee meetings going forward.

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Mohau Mphomela raised concerns around the significant challenges facing the local construction industry,
including declines in government’s infrastructure spend and criminality affecting construction sites.


Action items


Following an appeal for intervention by BUSA, it was agreed that BUSA will request an
engagement with Ministers Patel and de Lille on BUSA’s concerns regarding the challenges
afflicting the construction sector.



BUSA, based on written input from members, to request an engagement with Ministers Patel and
Cele, as well as Commissioner Sithole, on the challenges posed to business from criminality.

Calls for input/ comment
 BUSA intends to submit comments on this important paper, based on consolidated inputs from BUSA
members. Considering Treasury’s timeframes, members are requested to submit inputs to BUSA by no
later than 10 September 2019.
 Draft BUSA submission on 2019 Draft TALAB comments were due on 23 August 2019.
 Organised Labour proposals on Companies Amendment Bill comments on the attached proposals from
Organised Labour were due on 19 August 2019.
 Carbon Tax Engagement Strategy and Economic Impact comments were due by no later than 13 August
2019.
 BUSA submission on matters relating primarily to trade and industrial policy comments were due by no 8
August 2019.
 BUSA position on savings & investment for the Jobs Summit Macroeconomic Task Team comments
were due by no later than Wednesday 7 August 2019.
 GHG Reporting Regulations Guidelines comments were due on 30 August 2019.
 Licensing issues for discussion with DDG Regulation, Water Affairs comments were due by 26 August
2019.
 Updated Draft Comments on Tax Amendment Bills in respect of the Carbon Tax comments were due by
23 August 2019.
 Draft National Water Security Framework comments were due on 16 August 2019.

Nominations
 Circular 20/2019 Call for Nominations to serve on NEDLAC Task Team on the National Health Insurance
Bill
 Call for Nominations to serve on Nedlac Trade & Industry Chamber Strategic Session with Minister Patel
all nominations will need to be approved by BUSA’s REMCO. Nominations are to be submitted by no
later than 03 September 2019.

For information
 BUSA’s response to Organised Labour’s proposals in relation to the Companies Amendment Bill,
currently subject to a Nedlac task team were sent out to Econpol.
 Invitation to the International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations (FIATA) World Congress
2019 taking place from 1-5 of October 2019.
 ASBESTOS AND LAND REMEDIATION SUMMIT, 18-20 SEPTEMBER 2019
 Invitation to a workshop on international carbon pricing 12 September 2019.

Socpol & SubCET
National Insurance Bill (NHI)
BUSA Health Working Group met on 14 August 2019, the meeting was chaired by Stavros Nicolaou to engage
with stakeholders and find out their concerns before the meeting engagement scheduled to take place with the
Minister of Health. Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) supports the principle of universal health coverage. The
National Health Insurance (NHI) scheme is key to tackling the unacceptable and unsustainable disparities in
access to good quality healthcare in South Africa.
The private healthcare sector demonstrated its commitment to solving the serious challenges to health care in
South Africa, by participating in the Health Compact, the Public Health Enhancement Fund (PHEF) and through
its ongoing investment in innovative approaches to providing accessible care and financial protection. We
believe that the NHI has the potential to become the basis for active and constructive public-private collaboration
on the national health system.
BUSA however shared concerns of investors, rating agencies and healthcare professionals and customers that
the NHI in its present form imposes an unaffordable burden on an already strained fiscus. The real and
immediate impact of this has been the unprecedented reduction in the market value of healthcare companies,
which has wiped out billions of rand in less than five days. Pension funds are heavily invested in the private
health sector and have been adversely affected by the perceived threat of the NHI to the sustainability of
healthcare companies. The anxiety about the future of private healthcare also has broader economic
implications, since confidence in this sector is vital to attracting and retaining needed skills and investment in
the country and also it was noted that there is a public fear that the NHI could drop standards of health care
across the board.
At the Health Working Group meeting, it was agreed that there is a need to re-constitute the Business
representation on the NEDLAC National Health Insurance (NHI) Task Team for the upcoming engagements
on the recently published NHI Bill. BUSA recognized that National Treasury will manage the roll-out of the NHI
at a pace consistent with what South Africa can afford and its fiscal position. The Minister of Finance has
confirmed that there will be no tax increases during the current Medium-Term Expenditure Framework
(MTEF).
The Minister of Health, Dr Zweli Mkhize, met with the leadership of Business Unity South Africa (BUSA) on
Wednesday afternoon (28 August 2019) to discuss a framework in which BUSA can engage the Department of
Health on pertinent issues of the NHI .The discussion began with a common understanding that the current
health care system is inequitable and unsustainable. There was no dispute that Universal Health Coverage
should be realized and the NHI is the instrument to achieve this. In that context, BUSA wishes to express
support for the NHI in principle.
Prior to the meeting, the BUSA Board had an engagement with the Minster of Health. The key outcome of the
engagement was for an agreement with regards to the process to be followed in relation to the NHI. At the
engagement, the BUSA Board outlined 5 themes that had been identified by BUSA members as key areas of
concern to be put forward to the Minister.
The 5 themes were:
The Constitutional right to enable citizens to choose how they manage their healthcare;
The role of the private sector in relation to the NHI;
The incremental implementation of the NHI and how it could create uncertainty if not managed well;
The possibility of skills loss in the sector; and
The best approach to build the strength of the private and public sector to achieve equitable healthcare
whilst recognising the current macro environment.

Socpol and SubCET on NHI Bill continue

However, BUSA has raised concern about various matters of detail in the Bill, including its potential impact on the
private health care sector and other matters of clarity. The meeting thus agreed a mechanism to engage with the
department on an ongoing basis to resolve areas of concern so that critical stakeholders work together to achieve
the objectives of the Bill through optimal utilization of both the public and private health care sectors. Both BUSA
and Minister accepted the importance for the parliamentary process to be followed and be respected in engaging
with the bill and through the parliamentary hearings.

Actions Items way foward
 It was agreed that there is currently no equitable healthcare system and work needs to be done to achieve
this and the NHI, from Governments point of view, is the way to achieve this.
 It was agreed that despite the current parliamentary process, it is important for BUSA and the Department
to engage further to find solutions to the issues identified as well as a process for addressing issues to
which no solutions will be found. In this regard, a 5-a-side Committee will be established between BUSA
and the Department of Health to look at the issues identified above as well as areas that are ambiguous
and require further clarity. Pertaining to issues of principal where there is no agreement, the Committee will
determine the best approach to adopt to engage on the issues as well as potential dead-lock breaking
mechanisms.
 It was agreed that there would be a joint statement released by the Department and BUSA. The statement
will indicate that the two parties have met to engage on the NHI with BUSA outlining some of its issues and
the agreement to establish a 5-a-side Committee for further engagement.
Skills and Enterprise Development Initiative
Xcel-Sim play a leading role in the creation and delivery of innovative workforce solutions and services that will
enable learners to gainfully plan better in their pursuit of self-employment or employment, held a workshop at
Business Unity South Africa.
The BUSA assisted Xcel-Sim a Level 1 B-BBEE consulting business that offers tailored youth empowerment
programmes with a view to place numerous unemployed youth in entry level positions across a variety of sectors.
BUSA has provided facilities for training purposes for young SME start-ups as part of BUSA’s contribution to
socio-economic development.
Xcel-Sim offers a buffet of programmes targeting unemployed matriculants and unemployed graduates cutting
across on career coaching, personal branding and CV and interview workshops; as well as to programmes like
career development for college and universities and leadership development amongst other worthy offerings.

Skills and Enterprise development continue

The CEO of Xcel-Sim Mr Simphiwe Vulindlu is mostly grateful of the opportunity to be supported by BUSA and
have seen well-known the likes of Manpower Group SA, Who Owns Whom, Hlumelo Youth Empowerment and
the Spur Group embracing our youth empowerment programme. Since its inception, BUSA have seen about 90
young professionals entering its boardroom for them to be empowered and we have since received great
reflection and reviews for those who took part in this game changing initiative.
With the assistance from the industry players; Vulindlu plans to roll out these programmes to matriculants and
unemployed graduates across the country, reaching townships and rural communities in line with the current drive
to become an inclusive economy.Vulindlu believes the programme, if scaled up, could have a significant social
impact, especially given escalating unemployment and the mismatch between vacancies and skills.

Calls for input/ comment


Inputs for ratification of ILO Conventions were due by no later than close of business on 05 August
2019.

 Inputs for the Department of Home Affairs White Paper NEDLAC Task Team were due by no later than
close of business on Tuesday, 13 August 2019.


Nominations to serve on NEDLAC Task Team on the National Health Insurance Bill were due by no later
than close of business on Friday, 23 August 2019.

 Vote for Business representatives on NEDLAC NHI Task Team All votes were to be submitted to by close
on business on 29 August 2019.
 Input on the National Health Insurance Bill were due by close of business on Tuesday, 03 September
2019.
 Nominations to serve as Chairpersons of Accounting Authorities for all SETAs due by close of business
on 23 September 2019.

Nominations
 To attend ARLAC Workshop on Strengthening Capacity on Social Protection Systems to effectively
respond to World of Work Changes nominations were due by no later than Thursday, 08 August 2019.





















2 September: Q2 GDP
4-6 September: World Economic Forum (WEF)
5-6 September: Public workshops on the 2019 draft tax bills
10 September: Manufacturing
9 September: Mining
12 September: Workshop on international carbon pricing
12 September: Carbon tax Meeting with National Treasury
18 September: Socpol meeting
18 September: SubCet meeting
18 September: CPI
18 September: Retail trade sales
18-20 September: ASBESTOS AND LAND REMEDIATION SUMMIT
19 September: Motor trade sales.
23 September: Tourism & migration
23 September: Food & beverages
24 September: Heritage Day
25 September: BUSA AGM
25 September: Energy
25 September: PPI

The End!

For queries, contact Nomaza Spelman on
Nomaza.Spelman@busa.org.za / 011 784 8000

